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Why is stitching important to me?



Developing a personal stitching practice is an excellent

way to invest in our well-being.  This journal is a space to

record & reflect on your practice.  Make entries as they

occur to you......

When we become mindful of our stitching we can bring

our breathing & stitching together.  We breathe slowly &

we stitch slowly.  Breathe in, stitch through, breathe out,

stitch back through.  Bring your breathing & stitching into

one...............



Describe your project.  Record the moments within

the project that felt peaceful.....

Stitching Project



Sit & Stitch 
As often as you can sit outside & stitch.  Listen to the birds, breathe in

the natural fragrances & feel the breeze on your face. Always have a wee

travel stitching kit in your bag so you can stitch whenever you feel like it.  

Make a list of favourite spots to sit & stitch.  .  





Repetitive running stitch is an intuitive way to

stitch.  The aim is to let the needle lead.  Practice,

practice, practice and it will come - draw some

running stitch patterns to have a go at when you

want to 'step outside yourself' for a while.   





Gather images - take photos of work and sketch

your stitching trails.  It is always lovely to look

back.....





Stitching in spirals is a wonderful way to calm the mind.  If it helps draw a

spiral with a heat or air disappearing pen and then stitch over it with simple

running stitches. Start from the outside and stitch towards the middle.  With

each stitch let a little bit more tension go.  When you get to the middle lay your

needle down and sit quietly and be mindful of all your sense of stillness and

relaxation.  The more times you do this exercise the more opportunities you

have to place it in your mind.  In time, you will be able to use your inner mind

to recreate this exercise - it will help with relaxation.   

Stitching in spirals



Map of favourite stitches.  This is a page where you can sketch out your

favourite stitches or even stitch small samples and stick them into the page.   



Stitching the past
In the world of stitching we can access the past

very simply.  Pick up a spool of vintage thread

that has been partly used.  What was it used for?  

Who used it?  Run the thread through your

fingers and imagine someone from a time before

yours working with this thread.  Write their

story...... 



Start your own wee collection of vintage thread

spools.....



New Stitching Ideas 

This is a place to record all your stitching ideas.  Ideas come & go so

it is helpful to write them down for future reference.    





Clippings

This is the place to stick wee snippets from magazines that

inspire you.  Lovely to have some source material at the ready

for when we need a bit of inspiration.   





Inspired by nature

Take photos & print them out.  Stick them in your journal and next to them

make creative notes.  What do you notice in the image? 

Veins

I notice the veins in this photo giving

me perfect stitching lines....   



More nature images & notes



Utility stitching - there is something very calming about

the 'everyday.'  Choose something from your home that

has a utilitarian purpose.  Sketch it below before going

over the simple line drawing with a black marker.  Place

thin cotton over the top and trace through using an air

or heat erasable marker.  Stitch your object.  As you are

stitching be mindful of the things in your home you use

each and every day.   



Start a library of sketched objects to stitch.  Look for

objects that also have a sentimental story to tell.....



Colour in our stitching- the joy of threads

This is a whole topic in itself but briefly try - 

winding embroidery thread onto card bobbins

- organising your thread box by colours

- extracting colours from your box that 'speak' to each other 

- reaching intuitively for a colour to see where that takes you

- stitching with variegated thread

Using watercolour paints to create lines of tonal

colours - record these lines here for reference. 





Always, always believe in your stitching practice.  

It is a journey and it belongs entirely to you...... 
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